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Wild Tornado Casino Bonus Code. Commitment, professionalism and trustworthiness are the core

values of NostraBet (NB). We manage to deliver cutting-edge betting products to our readers thanks to
our affiliate business model. It is true that NB uses affiliate links to drive traffic to bookmakers. What you
must know is that these are free for you to use. Their main purpose is to earn us commissions that will

ultimately be invested in the betterment of our product. Visit our Ad Disclosure page to learn all the
details. Article Content. � Wild Tornado Promo Code � Casino Welcome Bonus � Regular

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it


Promotions � VIP Program � No deposit bonus � Mobile Offers � Payments � FAQs ✍� Casino
Info � Contacts � Wild Tornado Bonus Rating. Wild Tornado Latest Promo Codes 2023. Reveal

Code. Reveal Code. Reveal Code. Reveal Code. Reveal Code. How to Activate Your Wild Tornado
Casino Bonus Code? Click the ‘ Sign Up ’ button or use the registration form visible on the homepage.
Type in your email address, create an account password and select a currency. Select your preferred
guild (see the ‘ VIP Program ’ section for more information), tick to confirm you agree to the terms and

conditions and then click ‘ sign up ’ Click the activation link sent to your email inbox. Back at Wild
Tornado, click ‘ deposit ’ and then fill in the personal details form to allow you to continue. When

depositing enter the Wild Tornado Casino bonus code WILD100 in the ‘ Your Bonus Code ’ box in order
to redeem the welcome package. Wild Tornado Casino Welcome Bonus – 100% up to €1000 + 100

FS. One thousand is the only number you need to remember when it comes to Wild Tornado’s welcome
offer. New customers can get their hands on a 100% matched deposit bonus, worth a maximum of

€1000 / 0.04 BTC (or currency equivalent) while simultaneously earning 100 free spins . To claim the
offer, simply follow the steps above ensuring you correctly enter the Wild Tornado Casino bonus code
WILD100 upon signup or when depositing. The bonus money will be released in full once your deposit
has cleared, which in the vast majority of cases will be instant. As for the free spins, you will receive 20

after wagering your deposit once, with the remaining 80 handed out in instalments of 20 over the
following four days. Other key aspects of the bonus are highlighted below: The minimum deposit to claim

the bonus is €10 . Bonus funds and free spin winnings must be wagered 30 times over. This wagering
requirement must be met within five days of issue otherwise the funds will expire. When wagering, the

maximum permitted stake is €1 per spin . Casino Promotions for Existing Players. Below, you can read
a bit more about the regular offers awaiting registered players. Wild Tornado has prepared an array of
promotions to suit the needs of any player out there. Let’s focus on each one further down in our Wild
Tornado bonus code review. Tornado Weekend. If you want to get a more exciting weekend, you can

avail yourself of another Wild Tornado casino bonus. It is available on Saturday, and it requires players to
deposit at least €25 into their accounts. Doing this will bring them 25 free spins and an accumulation of
double tornado points in the next 24 h. In order to get this bonus while depositing on Satudays, you need
to enter the special bonus code WEEKEND . Accumulated tornado points can be converted for special

bonuses. Lucky Hours Offer. Lucky Afternoon would perhaps be a more apt name for this regular
promotion which is available every Saturday between 2pm and 6pm. All registered players qualify for this

offer without needing to use a specific Wild Tornado Casino promo code, they just need to place a
qualifying deposit during the stated time frame. By making a payment of at least €30, users will

immediately receive 30 free spins, playable on any one of the following games: Aztec Magic Deluxe
Book Of Pyramids Brave Viking Source Fantasy Park Fire Lightning Lucky Blue Lucky Sweets Platinum

Lightning Deluxe West Town. Players can redeem this offer up to 10 times each Saturday afternoon
meaning there are up to 300 free spins available each week. The free spins expire after five days and

any winnings from them must be wagered 50 times. Cashback Bonus. Nobody likes to lose money, but it
can happen some weeks, even to the most experienced of casino players. When lady luck temporarily

deserts you, Wild Tornado is on hand to soften the blow via their cashback bonus scheme. To be eligible
for this cashback, you must be in the Tornado or Lightning guild (explained in the VIP section) and either

you refused the welcome offer or you have made at least three deposits. The cashback amount is
calculated on real money spins, worth at least €1, minus wins, during the entire week (Monday to
Sunday). Cashback is then claimed at the end of Sunday and must be wagered before it can be

withdrawn, with the exact rollover amount depending on your guild. The minimum cashout payment is
€20, while the maximum is €1000. The cashback rate depends on your VIP level, and while it can be as
little as 5%, it can also be as high as 25%. VIP Program. When registering you will be asked to pick one
of three guilds, choose wisely as each guild offers different VIP rewards. Tornado gives you cashback

promo. The higher the status, the bigger the cashback percentage. Members at level 1 will get 8%
cashback while those at seven and above will enjoy 22% money-back. For those in Lightning , the casino

has prepared cashback rewards plus comp points. Finally, the Storm VIP members get to enjoy free
spins every week. The lightning guild is only available to cryptocurrency players as cashback is only paid

out on real crypto bets. Using this guild, players are also eligible to earn comp points. For every 0.002
BTC wagered on slots, one comp point will be received. Players can then exchange their comp points

for real crypto cash. Tornado and Lightning cashback comes with a wagering requirement of 10x and 1x,
respectively. Free spin winnings from any Storm rewards are subject to the standard 40x wagering
requirement. If you would like to change guilds at any time, this can be done by contacting customer



support. You will retain your progress unless you are at level five or above, otherwise switching will send
you to level one of the new guild. Is there a Wild Tornado Casino no deposit bonus? It’s not too often you
see casinos advertising a no deposit bonus code anymore. They do pop up now and again, but casinos
are overwhelmingly in favour of having deposit-linked bonuses across their site. Wild Tornado does not
break the mould in this sense, failing to offer any sort of no deposit reward. They did previously offer 25
free spins upon registration, but this promotion ended and is yet to return. Mobile offer – is it available?

Mobile-specific offers are even rarer than no deposit rewards despite the huge increase in mobile
gambling in recent years. The smartphone era has transformed how many players gamble, but additional
incentives for going mobile are often lacking. A mobile-exclusive offer is not something present at Wild
Tornado, but the good news is that smartphone users can access the full range of promotions, including

everything mentioned in this feature. Deposits and Withdrawals. Players can deposit using any
combination of the nine accepted fiat currencies and six cryptocurrency options. You will have a separate
wallet for each, and any winnings made via one deposit method must be paid back in the same way. All
deposits are instant, and most withdrawals are too, once they have been approved (this usually occurs

within 24 hours). The only exceptions are card payments (1-3 working days) and bank transfer (3-4
working days). Deposit Methods Withdrawal Methods. Payment Method Deposit Minimum Deposit

Maximum Time for Deposit Visa €10 €4000 Instant Neteller €10 €4000 Instant Skrill €10 €4000 Instant
Paysafe Card €10 €250 Instant EcoPayz €10 €4000 Instant MasterCard €10 €4000 Instant Sofort €10

€4000 Instant Maestro €10 €4000 Instant IDebit CAD20 CAD4000 Instant iDeal €10 €4000 Instant
Zimpler €10 €4000 Instant Instadebit CAD20 CAD4000 Instant Neosurf €10 €4000 Instant Interac
CAD20 CAD6000 Instant CoinsPaid 0.0004 BTC Instant Fast Bank Transfer. Payment Method

Withdrawal Minimum Withdrawal Maximum Time for Withdrawal Visa €50 €4000 1-3 banking days
Neteller €50 €4000 Up to 24 hours Skrill Paysafe Card EcoPayz €50 €4000 Up to 24 hours MasterCard
€50 €4000 1-3 banking days Sofort Maestro IDebit €500 €4000 Up to 24 hours iDeal Zimpler Instadebit
€500 €4000 Instant Neosurf Interac CoinsPaid 0.002 BTC Instant Fast Bank Transfer €500 €4000 3-4
banking days. FAQs. Is there any free spins bonus from Wild Tornado? Wild Tornado no longer have

their no deposit free spin bonus, but customers can receive deposit-tied free spins via the Lucky Hours
offer or if they select the Storm guild. Can I claim the welcome bonus more than once? No, this is strictly
prohibited. Doing so will put you at risk of having your account suspended, and you will not receive any
money earned. What happens if I enter the wrong Wild Tornado promotional code? Wild Tornado does

not check the validity of entered bonus codes. This means players are liable for any negative
consequences if submitted promo code is invalid. The most likely scenario is that you simply won’t

receive the bonus you were hoping to claim. What is the maximum bonus for the different currencies
accepted at Wild Tornado? The limits for the welcome bonus are different for different currencies. Due to

cryptocurrency fluctuations, some figures are subject to change. Where can I find the Wild Tornado
Casino no deposit bonus codes? Wild Tornado does not advertise any kind of no deposit code at this
moment, and we doubt this situation will change any time soon. Can I play any slot game to meet the

wagering requirement? The vast majority of slots can be played for the purpose of fulfilling the wagering
requirement, but a small number of exclusions do apply, and these are listed on the site. Can I claim

other offers that are not part of my guild? Absolutely, Wild Tornado offer customers other types of
bonuses that are not part of the VIP program. How do I sign up to hear information about offers? Click
‘My Account’ followed by ‘Profile Info’ and ‘Manage Subscriptions’. Here you can sign up to receive
information about promos either by SMS or email. How do I opt out of receiving bonuses? On the

deposit page, there is a section entitled “Bonus Settings”. Here you can tick a box stating ‘I don’t want to
receive any bonuses’. Why have I not received the welcome bonus? If after placing your deposit, the

bonus funds are not visible in your account, you should speak to a customer service advisor. If you are
eligible for the promotion, they can apply the bonus funds manually. About Wild Tornado Casino. Wild
Tornado was launched in 2017 and is yet another online casino owned by the large Direx N.V. group.

This is not a name too many casino fans may have heard of, but they are responsible for over 35 casino
brands, so their experience is vast. Wild Tornado operates using a license issued by Curacao eGaming
while their platform is powered by SoftSwiss, a white label provider that handles more than 600 million

bets each month. Contact details and Support. The blue support button at the bottom of the page allows
users to connect to live chat or to leave their feedback about the site. You can contact customer support

either via live chat or by emailing them. There is no contact telephone number. Bonus Rating & Final
Verdict. On the face of things, Wild Casino does a good job when it comes to promotions. On top of a



decent looking welcome package, they have two regularly claimable weekly offers and an enticing VIP
program offering a range of bonuses to fit customer preferences. If this is the case, then why have Wild
Tornado failed to score a top mark from us when it comes to their bonuses? The answer, as is often the
case, is found in the small print. First, let us focus on the welcome bonus. If you were to claim the reward,
you would need to spin a lot of times in just two days to fulfil the wagering requirement as the maximum
allowed bet is rather low. Combining such a short expiration time with a low maximum stake means that
many players will struggle to fulfil the wagering terms. Usually, for this kind of offer, a casino would allow

one, if not two weeks for players to rollover bonus funds. For other promotions, Wild Tornado does
increase the maximum permitted stake, but the two-day expiry remains. This might not cause a problem
for more regular players but the same cannot be said for those who just enjoying popping on for a short
while each day. There is no real reason to have an expiry date this short so we are disappointed Wild

Tornado have decided to be so strict. When also factoring in that wagering must be spent exclusively on
slot games, and the low cap on winnings with free spins, it is hard for us to award a high bonus score

here. 
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